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                \begin{document}$$\,\text {GeV}$$\end{document}$ was observed in data from the ATLAS and CMS experiments at the CERN LHC \[[@CR1]--[@CR7]\]. All measurements of the properties of this boson are consistent with those of the Higgs boson ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm {H} $$\end{document}$) of the standard model (SM). However, the Yukawa couplings of the Higgs boson to the first- and second-generation quarks are currently only weakly constrained. Rare exclusive decays of the Higgs boson to mesons in association with a photon can be used to explore such couplings. For example, the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm {H} \rightarrow {\mathrm {J}/\psi } \gamma $$\end{document}$ decay can probe the Higgs boson coupling to the charm quark \[[@CR8]\]. The corresponding decay, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm {Z}\rightarrow {\mathrm {J}/\psi } \gamma $$\end{document}$, can be used as an experimental benchmark in the search for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm {H} \rightarrow {\mathrm {J}/\psi } \gamma $$\end{document}$ \[[@CR9], [@CR10]\], and in checking approaches to factorization in quantum chromodynamics (QCD) used to estimate branching fractions ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal {B}$$\end{document}$) in radiative decays of electroweak bosons \[[@CR11]\].
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm {Z}$$\end{document}$ and Higgs boson decays receive contributions from direct and indirect processes. In the direct process, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm {Z}$$\end{document}$ and Higgs bosons couple to charm quarks, and charm quarks then hadronize to form $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathrm {J}/\psi } $$\end{document}$ mesons. In the indirect process, the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm {Z}$$\end{document}$ and Higgs bosons decay through quark or $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\gamma \gamma ^{*}$$\end{document}$, and the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\gamma ^{*}$$\end{document}$ then converts to a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm {c} \overline{\mathrm {c}} $$\end{document}$ resonant state. The lowest order Feynman diagrams for these decay modes are shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The latest SM calculations of the branching fractions of both decays, taking into account the interference between direct and indirect processes, are \[[@CR12], [@CR13]\]:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \mathcal {B}_{\text {SM}}(\mathrm {Z}\rightarrow {\mathrm {J}/\psi } \gamma )= & {} (9.0^{+1.5}_{-1.4})\times 10^{-8}, \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$ $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \mathcal {B}_{\text {SM}}(\mathrm {H} \rightarrow {\mathrm {J}/\psi } \gamma )= & {} (3.0^{+0.2}_{-0.2})\times 10^{-6}. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$ Fig. 1Lowest order Feynman diagrams for the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\rightarrow {\mathrm {J}/\psi } \gamma $$\end{document}$ decay. The left-most diagram shows the direct and the remaining diagrams the indirect processes
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm {H} \mathrm {c} \overline{\mathrm {c}} $$\end{document}$ couplings can arise in certain extensions of the SM \[[@CR14]\]. For example, within the context of effective field theory, the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm {H} \mathrm {c} \overline{\mathrm {c}} $$\end{document}$ coupling may be modified in the presence of a dimension-six operator, leading to an enhancement of coupling relative to the SM at the cutoff scale $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\,\text {TeV}$$\end{document}$. This provides no other signature of new physics at the LHC. In the two Higgs doublet model with minimal flavor violation \[[@CR15], [@CR16]\], the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm {H} \mathrm {c} \overline{\mathrm {c}} $$\end{document}$ coupling can be significantly enhanced by breaking flavor symmetry, while other couplings are not severely affected. The composite pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone boson model \[[@CR17]\] parametrizes the coupling by the degree of compositeness and compositeness scale. The coupling can be constrained through a direct experimental search for the composite particles associated with the charm quark \[[@CR18]\].

Deviations from SM predictions for the couplings can affect the interference terms and result in changes to the branching fractions. For example, the shift in the branching fraction for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm {H} \mathrm {c} \overline{\mathrm {c}} $$\end{document}$ coupling deviates from its SM value by more than a factor of 2 \[[@CR8]\]. Since this Higgs boson decay is sensitive to the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm {H} \mathrm {c} \overline{\mathrm {c}} $$\end{document}$ coupling, a measurement of the branching fraction can verify whether the Higgs boson couples to second-generation quarks with the strength predicted by the SM.

The ATLAS experiment has searched for the decay $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$2.0^{+1.0}_{-0.6}\times 10^{-6}$$\end{document}$, where the subscript and superscript reflect the range in the 68% central-quantiles of upper limits assuming a background-only hypothesis. Searches for the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm {H} \rightarrow {\mathrm {J}/\psi } \gamma $$\end{document}$ decay were performed by ATLAS and CMS in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sqrt{s}=8\,\text {TeV} $$\end{document}$ \[[@CR19], [@CR20]\]. The respective observed and expected upper limits in the branching fractions were 1.5 and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sqrt{s}=13\,\text {TeV} $$\end{document}$. The respective observed and expected upper limits on the branching fractions were 2.3 and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The results presented in this paper are based on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The CMS detector {#Sec2}
================

A detailed description of the CMS detector, together with a definition of the coordinate system used and the relevant kinematic variables, can be found in Ref. \[[@CR23]\]. The central feature of the CMS apparatus is a superconducting solenoid, 13 m in length and 6 m in internal diameter, providing an axial magnetic field of 3.8 T. Within the solenoid volume are a silicon pixel and strip tracker, a lead tungstate crystal electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL), and a brass and scintillator hadron calorimeter (HCAL), each composed of a barrel and two endcap sections. Forward calorimeters extend the pseudorapidity ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The silicon tracker measures charged particles within the range $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The ECAL consists of 75 848 crystals, which provide coverage in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A two-tier trigger system selects collision events of interest. The first level (L1) of the CMS trigger system \[[@CR28]\], composed of custom hardware processors, uses information from the calorimeters and muon detectors to select the most interesting events in a fixed time interval of less than 4 $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Data and simulated samples {#Sec3}
==========================

The L1 trigger requires the presence of a muon with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Similarly, the Higgs boson Dalitz decay \[[@CR42]\], $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm {H} \rightarrow \gamma ^{*}\gamma $$\end{document}$ is obtained from the [mcfm]{.smallcaps} 7.0.1 program \[[@CR43]\]. The other source of resonant background is the decay of a Higgs boson into two muons with a photon radiated from one of the muons. After the event selection, described in Sect. [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}, the contribution of this background is negligible.

There are also background processes that do not give resonant peaks in the three-body invariant mass spectrum. These are referred to as nonresonant backgrounds. These processes include: (1) inclusive quarkonium production associated with either jets or photons where energetic jets can be misidentified as a photon ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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All generated events are processed through a detailed simulation of the CMS detector based on [Geant4]{.smallcaps}  \[[@CR44]\]. Simultaneous $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Event reconstruction and selection {#Sec4}
==================================

The global event reconstruction (also called particle-flow event reconstruction \[[@CR45]\]) reconstructs and identifies each individual particle in an event with an optimized combination of all subdetector information. In this process, the identification of the particle type (photon, electron, muon, charged hadron or neutral hadron) plays an important role in the determination of the particle direction and energy. Photons (e.g., coming from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm {\pi ^0}$$\end{document}$ decays or from electron bremsstrahlung) are identified as ECAL energy clusters not linked to the extrapolation to the ECAL of any charged particle trajectory. Electrons are identified as a primary charged particle track with one or more ECAL energy clusters consistent with the extrapolation of this track to the ECAL or with bremsstrahlung photons emitted as the electron passes through the tracker material. Muons (e.g., from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm {b}$$\end{document}$-hadron semileptonic decays) are identified as a track in the central tracker consistent with either a track or several hits in the muon system, and associated with calorimeter deposits compatible with the muon hypothesis. Charged hadrons are identified as charged particle tracks that are not identified as electrons or muons. Finally, neutral hadrons are identified as either HCAL energy clusters not linked to any charged hadron trajectory or ECAL and HCAL energy excesses with respect to any expected charged hadron energy deposit.

The high instantaneous luminosity of the LHC results in multiple $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Photon and electron candidates are reconstructed by summing and clustering the energy deposits in the ECAL crystals. Groups of these clusters, called superclusters, are combined to recover the bremsstrahlung energy of electrons and converted photons passing through the tracker. In the endcaps, preshower energy is added in the region covered by the preshower ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$1.65<|\eta | <2.60$$\end{document}$). The clustering algorithms result in an almost complete recovery of the energy of photons.

A multivariate discriminant is used to identify photon candidates. The inputs to the discriminant are the isolation variables, the ratio of hadronic energy in the HCAL towers behind the superclusters to the electromagnetic energy in the superclusters, and the transverse width of the electromagnetic shower. A conversion-safe electron veto \[[@CR26]\], which requires no charged-particle track with a hit in the inner layer of the pixel detector pointing to the photon cluster in the ECAL, is applied to avoid misidentifying an electron as a converted photon. Photons are required to be reconstructed within the region $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm {Z}\rightarrow \mu \mu \gamma $$\end{document}$ events, where the photon is produced by final-state radiation, and found to be 98 (94)% in the barrel (endcap).

Muons are reconstructed by combining information from the silicon tracker and the muon system \[[@CR49]\]. The matching between the inner and outer tracks proceeds either outside-in, starting from a track in the muon system, or inside-out, starting from a track in the silicon tracker. In the latter case, tracks that match track segments in only one or two planes of the muon system are also included in the analysis to ensure that very low-$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To suppress muons originating from in-flight decays of hadrons, the impact parameter of each muon track, defined as its distance of closest approach to the primary event vertex position, is required to be less than 0.5 (1.0) cm in the transverse (longitudinal) plane. In addition, the three-dimensional impact parameter is required to be less than four times its uncertainty. A cone of size $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal {I}^{\mu } < 0.35$$\end{document}$ is imposed on the leading muon to reject muons from electroweak decays of hadrons within jets or any jets that punch through the calorimeters mimicking a muon signature. The angular separation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Signal candidates are selected by applying additional selection criteria to events containing at least two muons and one photon. The two muons must have opposite charges and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The simulated events are reconstructed using the same algorithms as the data, but the simulation does not reproduce the data perfectly. The differences in efficiencies between data and simulation for trigger, offline object reconstruction, identification, and isolation are corrected by reweighting the simulated events with data-to-simulation correction factors. The scale correction factors are observed to deviate from 1 by less than 2.5%. The energy and momentum resolutions for muons and photons in simulated events are also corrected to match those in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Background and signal modeling {#Sec5}
==============================

The subdominant, resonant backgrounds are estimated from the simulated samples, while the continuum background for each category for both the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m_{\mu \mu \gamma }$$\end{document}$ distribution is unknown and mismodeling of the background by the distribution obtained from the fit in data could lead to a bias in the analysis. The procedure used to study the bias introduced by the choice of function is described below.

Four families of functions are tested as potential parametrizations of the background: Bernstein polynomials, exponentials, power laws, and Laurent form polynomials. In the first step, one of the functions among the four families is chosen to fit the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m_{\mu \mu \gamma }$$\end{document}$ distribution observed in data. Pseudo-events are randomly generated by using the resulting fit as a background model to simulate possible experiment results. Here, the order of the background function required to describe the data for each of the families is determined by increasing the number of parameters until an additional increase does not result in a significant improvement in the quality of the fit to the observed data. The improvement is quantified by the differences in the negative log-likelihood between fits with two consecutive orders of the same family of functions given the increment of the number of free parameters between two functions.

Signal events with signal strength $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mu _{\text {gen}}=1$$\end{document}$ corresponds to injecting 1 times the signal yield expected from the SM on top of the sum of resonant and nonresonant background. A fit is made to the distribution using one of the functions in the four families combined with a signal model, where the normalization of the signal in this step is allowed to be negative. This procedure is repeated 5000 times and for each of the functions, and it is expected that ideally on average the signal strength predicted by the fit $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(\mu _{\text {fit}}-\mu _{\text {gen}})/\sigma _{\text {fit}}$$\end{document}$, calculated from each pseudo-event should have a mean value of less than 0.2. This requirement implies and ensures that the uncertainty in the frequentist coverage, defined as the fraction of experiments where the true value is contained within the confidence interval, is negligible.

The polynomial background function satisfies the bias requirement. An order-three polynomial function is used for each category in the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The signal model for each case is obtained from an unbinned maximum likelihood fit to the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Systematic uncertainties in the expected number of signal events and in the signal model used in the fit come from the imperfect simulation of the detector and uncertainties in the theoretical prediction for the signal production. They are evaluated by varying contributing sources within their corresponding uncertainties and propagating the uncertainties to the signal yields or shapes in simulated signal samples. The sources of the uncertainties and their magnitudes are summarized in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. The uncertainties are classified into two types, one affecting the predicted signal yields and the other affecting the shapes of the signal models. The first type includes the uncertainties in the luminosity measurement \[[@CR57]\], the pileup modeling in the simulations, the corrections applied to the simulated events in order to compensate for differences in trigger, object reconstruction, and identification efficiencies, and the theoretical uncertainties. The theoretical uncertainties come from the effects of the PDF choice on the signal cross section \[[@CR33], [@CR38], [@CR58]\], the lack of higher-order calculations for the cross-section \[[@CR59]--[@CR63]\], and the prediction of the decay branching fractions \[[@CR64]\]. The second type arises from the uncertainties in the momentum (energy) scale and resolution for muons (photons). These uncertainties are incorporated into the signal models by varying the momentum (energy) scale and resolution and introducing the effects on the mean and width of the Gaussian component of the signal models as shape nuisance parameters in the estimation of the limits.

The systematic uncertainties associated with the resonant background processes are evaluated with the methods used for the signal samples. The continuum background prediction is derived solely from data, so only statistical uncertainties are considered, which are translated into the uncertainties in each parameter of the fit function. The bias study mentioned in the previous section is performed to ensure that the bias from the choice of the background function is negligible. Hence, no additional systematic uncertainty is assigned to that background estimate.
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